
Our Ref: 56110 
Contact Officer: Luke Griffin 
Contact Phone: 02 6243 1114 

10 December 2014 

Richard Westmoreland 
Partner 
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers 
 
By email: rwestmoreland@hwle.com.au 

Dear Mr Westmoreland 

Board of Airline Representatives of Australia Inc (BARA) application for 
revocation of authorisation A91200 and substitution of new authorisation 
A91466 – interested party consultation 

I refer to the above mentioned application for authorisation lodged with the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (the ACCC) on 29 October 2014. 

I note that the due date for submissions was 28 November 2014. The public 
submissions received by the ACCC are available on the ACCC’s website. 

To assist in its consideration of the matter, the ACCC is seeking further information 
from the Applicant, as outlined in the questions in Attachment A. 

The ACCC requests a response to this letter by 12 January 2015. 

This letter has been placed on the ACCC’s public register. Please clearly identify any 
confidential information in your response.   

If you wish to discuss any aspect of this request, please do not hesitate to contact 
Luke Griffin on 02 6243 1114. 

Yours sincerely 

 
 
Darrell Channing 
Director 
Adjudication Branch 
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Attachment A 

 
Information relating to BARA membership  

1. The number of BARA members has declined from 35 in 2010 to 29 at present. The 
ACCC notes that as part of the reduction in membership, 8 members have departed and 
2 new members have joined.  Please explain the reasons for the reduction in 
membership during the last five years, including a description of any contributing factors 
to the reduction and any reasons specific to the departures of each of the 8 members. 

2. Please provide the names of any international airlines operating services to Australia that 
are not members of BARA. To the extent known, please indicate why these airlines have 
elected not to become members.  

Information relating to BARA negotiation  

3. Please provide a copy of the most recent aeronautical services pricing agreement 
negotiated by BARA with Melbourne international airport (referred to on BARA’s website 
at http://www.bara.org.au/baras-voice/bara-submissions). 

4. Does BARA negotiate agreements that include take-or-pay clauses? Does BARA 
negotiate agreements that include any “most favoured nation” provisions that reference 
price or terms and conditions agreed with non-BARA members? 

5. The ACCC expects there may be some services provided at airports that will be of 
different value to different airlines depending on certain specific features. For instance, 
arrival/departure gates closer to amenities, customs halls, duty free shops etc. may be of 
higher value to airlines than those that are located further away from these facilities). 
Similarly, landing slots at certain peak times of the day will be of greater value than 
landing slots at less attractive times.  

Please describe how (if at all) BARA resolves allocation issues between different airlines 
where certain services it negotiates over are valued differently (e.g. how (if at all) does 
BARA resolve which airline is able to attain access to premium location airline lounge 
services at airports, or high-value landing slot times)? 

Dealing with confidential information 

6. What protocols are put in place to ensure individual airlines are unable to gain access to 
confidential information and data of other BARA members?  

The ACCC notes that BARA has an Executive Committee comprising 13 members 
representing a broad range of BARA’s membership. The ACCC also notes that BARA 
indicates there are three permanent committees that deal with issues relating to airport 
and government charges among other matters..  

Is membership of these committees comprised of staff from individual airline members? 
If so, what protections are in place to ensure Committee members are not provided with 
access to confidential information and data relating to other BARA members?  

7. To what extent are airlines able to view aggregate data across all BARA members?  

For instance, are BARA members able to see aggregate future demand projections that 
BARA relies upon when negotiating access to services at individual airports?  
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Transaction cost savings 

8. The ACCC notes that BARA believes it generates transaction costs savings in the order 
of $2 million for its member airlines for every agreement negotiated with the major 
international airports. Has BARA excluded from this estimate its costs of interacting with 
individual members to understand their individual needs?  

9. Please provide an indication of BARA’s total costs of doing business for the last 5 
financial years. Are these costs met entirely through the membership fees that are set 
out on BARA’s website?  

BARA’s written submissions  

10. In its submission to the ACCC, BARA notes it has provided submissions on airport draft 
master plans, and describes these submissions in Table 2 of its submission. Please 
provide the ACCC with all written submissions it made to Perth and Sydney Airports for 
the issues referred to in Table 2. 
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